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Abstract—Manga, a kind of graphic novels expressed by
sequential line drawings, is an important document image
publication which is invoking more and more attentions for
their copyright protection. Because of simple constructions and
abstract expression styles, similar copies are always applied in
plagiarisms of mangas. In addition, the enormous volume of
copyrighted manga publications issues a challenge to the task
of detecting suspicious images. Considering only some regions
of interests (ROIs) require copyright protection, we propose a
bag-of-features method using visual words based on ROIs for
similar manga retrieval. In the experiments, we applied real
manga publications as data and proved the effectiveness of the
proposed method.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
The term of manga comes from the Japanese language,
which indicates a kind of narrative artwork expressed by sequential line drawings. Although the modern style of manga
came to this world much later than other kinds of documents,
it develops quickly and becomes an important publication
over the world. Especially in Japan, manga is popular for
people of all ages and have steadily become a major part of
Japanese publishing industry. The manga market of Japan
is over $6 billion, while the export amount is approximate
$15 billion1 . Recently, the developing digital technique
drums up another booming business: e-manga (digital manga
magazine) which can be easily downloaded and viewed by
digital terminals such as PCs and cell phones. However, in
contrast to the conveniences offered by the techniques, the
problem of illegal copies becomes more serious, which is
threatening the manga industry.
In reality, whether a drawing is an illegal copy or not is
a controversy problem. It always depends on the judgment
of professionals. However, because of the huge volumes of
manga publications, it is impossible for human beings to
check them page by page. The purpose of our research is to
apply computer techniques instead of human beings to detect
suspicious images for professionals’ further judgments.
1 based on the number from “2006 Publication Index Annual Report” by
the All Japan Magazine and Book Publishers’ and Editors’ Association, the
Research Institute for Publications
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Since the objects in mangas are basically described by
simple lines with few colors, it is easy to copy them
by handwriting. Furthermore, by gripping some abstract
features of mangas, similar copies can also be created, which
challenge the illegal copy of detection of mangas.
In our previous research, we proposed applying the technique of image retrieval to detect partial copies of line
drawings: copyrighted images are collected in a database;
suspicious images are treated as queries; suspicious images
are reported as results [1]. By applying a method of local
feature matching, we achieved detecting both printed and
handwritten partial copies of line drawings from complex
backgrounds. However, because enormous volume of manga
publications require copyright protection, the problem of
database overload prevents the method to be applied in
practice. Considering not the whole image of manga needs
copyright protection, we have proposed applying ViolaJones detection framework [2] to detect faces as regions of
interests (ROIs) and only store ROIs into the database [3].
Although the method showed the scalability of database size
and achieved the detection of similar ROIs, only faces of
characters can be detected as ROIs.
As the first step of detecting illegal copies of mangas,
we have to know which kind of manga (called a title
of manga) is copied. In this paper, we propose a bagof-features method using visual words based on ROIs for
similar manga retrieval. For ROIs, since faces of characters
are one important kind of ROIs in mangas, face ROIs
detected by [3] are applied. Besides face ROIs, we also apply
generic ROIs for overcoming the limitation of face ROIs and
propose a method to detect more discriminative clusters of
generic ROIs. In the part of experiments, we applied 20 titles
of Japanese mangas as our data and proved the effectiveness
of the proposed method. The experimental results also reveal
that (1) besides face ROIs, there are also many other clusters
of generic ROIs in mangas, (2) the effectiveness of face ROIs
for similar manga retrieval with enhancement of clusters of
generic ROIs.
The rest parts of this paper is arranged as follows: Section
2 provides an overview of the approach, section 3 introduces
the region detectors and the feature descriptor applied in
this research. Section 4 and section 5 describe the methods
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of detecting clusters of generic ROIs and bag-of-features
method for manga retrieval. Experiments and results are
shown in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 is conclusions and
future work.
II. O UTLINE OF THE APPROACH
To retrieve similar mangas, we propose to apply a bagof-features method by using the visual words based on
face ROIs and clusters of generic ROIs. The bag-of-features
method is a popular method for object classification and document retrieval, such as [10], [11] and [12]. It is analogous
to the bag-of-words representation of text documents by an
unordered set of words.
For our case, as shown in Fig. 1, copyrighted mangas
categorized by their titles are collect in the database. By
matching the feature vectors extracted from the database
with a visual word dictionary, each title of manga get a bagof-features representation. On the other hand, a suspicious
image is treated as a query. By the same method, the
query is also represented by a bag-of-features representation.
Based on the comparison of bag-of-features representations
between the query and the database, the title of manga with
the maximum similarity is reported as the result.
III. R EGION DETECTOR AND FEATURE DESCRIPTOR
A. Region detector
In this research, two kinds of ROIs are applied: face ROIs
and generic ROIs. For detecting face ROIs, we applied the
region detector of [3].

(b) Applied regions.

Examples of ellipse MSERs and candidate regions.

For detecting generic ROIs, we apply MSER (Maximally
Stable Extremal Regions) [4] as the region detector. By
the region detector, maximally stable regions (MSERs), in
which the intensities of all pixels are greater or smaller
than their boundaries, can be detected from the images. By
diagonalizing the covariance matrices of MSERs, we can
get some ellipse regions, as shown in Fig. 2(a). To make
the regions contain more information, size of MSERs are
magnified as k times (in this research we set k = 1.2).
As shown in Fig. 2(b), considering the stability of MSERs,
only the regions above a certain size are applied. Finally,
we normalize the regions by rotating the long axis of ellipse
parallel to the y axis of the image as generic ROIs.
B. Feature descriptor
Since similar line drawings contain many changes in
detail, we propose applying HOG (Histogram of Oriented
Gradients) [5] as the feature descriptor. In [1], we have
proved that HOG outperform the SIFT (Scale-Invariant
Feature Transform) [6] feature descriptor for describing
handwritten copies of line drawings.
As shown in Fig. 3, first, we calculate gradient magnitude
and orientation at each pixel and divide each ROIs into 8×8
cells evenly. Then, the gradient orientation are quantized into
6 bins. For each cell, we calculate the gradient orientation
histogram based on the gradient magnitude. After that, cells
are combined into overlapped blocks as 2 × 2 cells per
block. By normalizing the features in blocks we obtain
6 × 2 × 2 × 7 × 7 = 1, 176 HOG features for each candidate
region. These features are combined into a HOG feature
vector which consists of 1, 176 dimension.
C. Matching
In this research, we define the similarity by Euclidean distance D between feature vectors Fi and Fj . If D < T1 (T1
is a threshold), Fi is similar with Fj , otherwise not. We will
discuss the effectiveness of T1 for similar manga retrieval
in the part of experiments.
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A. Overview
To select discriminative generic ROIs, we propose to
detect clusters of generic ROIs according to the dependency
between ROIs and mangas. Manga is a kind of graphic
novel that describes a sequential narrative by drawings.
Normally, one title of manga consists of multiple volumes
which contain several manga pages. Because the main
parts are usually drawn repeatedly in one title of manga,
high-frequency parts should be important. However, some
parts like word balloons, stripes and tones are employed
frequently in all titles of mangas but outside the range of
copyright. Therefore, we should consider the dependency
between ROIs and mangas from the two scales: the scale
of a single title of manga and the scale of different titles of
mangas.
The processing of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 4.
First, in the processing of a single title of manga, highfrequency generic ROIs are detected. Then, in the processing
of different titles of mangas, high-frequency generic ROIs
from different mangas are merged. By a further selection
clusters of generic ROIs are outputted.
B. Processing of single title of manga
For each title of manga, we calculate in the feature space
the neighbors of all generic ROIs and joint similar ones
into clusters by a union-find algorithm. Clusters of high-

frequency generic ROIs of manga d are defined as
Nc,d
> T2
(1)
Nd
where Nc,d is the number of generic ROIs in cluster c of
manga d, Nd is the total number of generic ROIs from
manga d, T2 is a threshold that controls the number of
clusters used for next stage. In this research, T2 is set to
be 5 × 10−5 .
To increase the speed of distance calculation, we propose
applying ANN (Approximate Nearest Neighbor Searching) [7]. ANN is a method to find approximate nearest
neighbors by using the k-d tree. While searching, the feature
space shrunk by the factor 1/(1 + ε) (ε is set to be 10 in
this research).
C. Processing of different titles of mangas
In the processing of different titles of mangas, first,
we merge the similar high-frequency generic ROIs from
different titles of mangas. Then, all the merged clusters
are evaluated by considering mutual dependency between
clusters and different titles of mangas. We propose applying
mutual information [8] to select them. Mutual information
can be equivalently expressed as
I(X; Y ) = H(X) − H(X|Y )

(2)

where X represents titles of mangas and Y represents
merged clusters, H(X) is the entropy of different titles of
mangas, H(X|Y ) represents the conditional entropies of
mangas given clusters in this method. Mutual information
measures the information that X and Y share. In other
words, it measures the certainty of X by knowing Y . The
entropy of different titles of mangas is measured by
n
∑
H(X) = −
P (xj ) log P (xj )
(3)
j=1

where P (xj ) is probability for a titles of manga j, n is the
number of different titles of mangas. All the probabilities
P applied for the calculation of entropy are based on the
number of ROIs in this method. H(X|Yi ) is measured by
n
∑
H(X|Yi ) = −
P (xj |yi )P (yi ) log P (xj |yi )
(4)
j=1

where P (xj |yi ) is the probability of manga j given the
merged cluster i, P (yi ) is the probability of cluster i.
By evaluating every merged clusters based on their mutual
information with mangas, we get several clusters (Yi ) which
satisfy I(X; Yi ) > T3 . The decision of T3 depends on the
distribution of mutual information of Yi .
The advantages of the processing of this method are
twofold: one is for considering frequency of generic ROIs
in the scales of both one single title of manga and different
titles of mangas, the other one is dominancy for calculations,
including memory cost for distance calculations and needless
recalculations of formal clusters of high-frequency generic
ROIs for additional titles of mangas.
V. M ANGA RETRIEVAL

(b) ROIs of kanji patterns.

As visual words, we applied the HOG feature vectors of
face ROIs and the centroid of feature vectors extracted from
generic ROIs within one cluster. By gathering the visual
words, we can build a visual word dictionary. Each title of
manga d is represented by a bag-of-features representation
V d = (R1,d , R2,d , ..., Rn,d , W1,d , W2,d , ..., Wm,d ), where n
and m are the total number of visual words based on face
ROIs and clusters of generic ROIs, Rf,d and Wc,d represent
weights for visual words based on face ROIs and clusters of
generic ROIs, respectively. Rf,d is set to be 1 if face ROI
f belongs to manga d, overwise 0.
For the weight Wc,d , tf-idf (term frequency-inverse document frequency) weighting [9] is employed. In our case, the
generic ROIs are terms and different titles of mangas are
documents. Therefore, the weight Wc,d is calculated by
Wc,d =

nc,d
N
log
nd
nc

(a) ROIs of face patterns.

(5)

where nc,d is the number of generic ROIs of cluster c in
manga d, nd is the total number of generic ROIs in manga
d, N is the total number of mangas, and nc is the number
of mangas containing the cluster c.
The query is also represented by the bag-of-features
representation Q. We calculate the similarities Sd between
Q and V d as
Q·Vd
Sd =
(6)
kQkkV d k
The manga with the maximum similarity is reported as the
result.
VI. E XPERIMENTS
A. Conditions
We collected 20 titles of Japanese mangas and employed
vol. 1 and vol. 2 as our database. It contains 6, 642 full
manga pages (about 800×1, 200 pixels) in total. As queries,
we utilized 1, 884 manga pages from vol. 3 of 10 titles of
mangas whose vol. 1 and vol. 2 are stored in the database.
Therefore, the queries are similar with images of the same
manga but not exactly the same. All the pages of the

(c) ROIs of mark patterns.
Figure 5. Examples of detected clusters of generic ROIs. The lines show
ROIs in the scale of single title of manga. The rows show ROIs in the scale
of different titles of mangas. (There are parts of real clusters of generic
ROIs).

manga magazines including cover pages were applied in our
experiments without any selections.
B. Detection of clusters of generic ROIs
First, we did an experiment to know what kinds of clusters
of generic ROIs can be extracted by the proposed method.
By the region detector of MSER, we detected 1, 376, 571
generic ROIs. For the processing of single title of manga, we
got 216, 614 high-frequency generic ROIs. For the processing of different titles of mangas, we got 11, 827 clusters
of generic ROIs. Examples of detected clusters of ROIs
are shown in Fig. 5. The ROIs from different titles of
mangas are shown in different lines, and ROIs in one line
are from the same manga. From the examples, we can see
that besides faces of main characters, many other patterns
have high dependency with certain mangas. Such as Fig. 5(c)
shows, they are a kind of special patterns only appeared
in one manga. Also, we can see the effectiveness of the
proposed method for clustering the similar regions. Besides
scale transformations and rotations, the regions contain many
changes in detail. Such as shown in Fig. 5(b), the regions
are similar but not the same kanji character.
C. Similar manga retrieval
In this experiment, we tested the effectiveness of the proposed method for similar manga retrieval. As comparative
methods, we employed the following 3 kinds of bag-offeatures methods: (1) the method using all generic ROIs,
in which feature vectors extracted from all generic ROIs
were applied as visual words, (2) the method only using
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The main reasons for failures are: (1) some manga pages,
such as cover pages, do not contain discriminative ROIs, (2)
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ROIs. Because of the complexities of mangas, we need more
training data.
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clusters of generic ROIs, whose visual words are based on
clusters of generic ROIs, (3) the method using only face
ROIs, which applied feature vectors extracted from face
ROIs as visual words. Their feature descriptor and matching
method were the same. The same titles of mangas as queries
were treated as the right answers. Since the matching of
visual words is closely related to threshold T1 , we did the
retrieval experiments by applying different threshold T1 and
got the results as shown in Fig. 6.
With the increase of T1 , because we can get more ROIs for
both right and erroneous matchings, the precisions decreased
with the increase of recall. For a small T1 , only ROIs with
few differences were matched. Since the method based on
clusters of generic ROIs applied the centroid of feature
vectors extracted from ROIs, the visual words are different
from original feature vectors. Therefore, for a small T1
the method based on clusters of generic ROIs performed
worse than the other three methods. Above a certain T1 ,
the matchings began to be untrusted and more erroneous
visual words came out from queries, which decreased both
precision and recall.
From the results, we can see
• The clusters of generic ROIs are more discriminative
than generic ROIs without clustering. Comparing the
method using all generic ROIs, the method using clusters of generic ROIs performed better.
• Face ROIs are one kind of important ROIs for mangas.
Since face patterns are highly discriminative and almost
always included in mangas, the method only using
face ROIs showed high performance for similar manga
retrieval. Although there are some face patterns in
clusters of generic ROIs, the performance of clusters
of generic ROIs did not outperform the method only
using face ROIs, because of the limited number and
less discriminative power of face patterns in clusters of
generic ROIs.
• Besides face ROIs, other generic ROIs also offer us
a clue for manga retrieval. Therefore, the proposed
method performed best in the 4 methods for similar
manga retrieval, even better than the method only using

VII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a bag-of-features method using
visual words based on ROIs for similar manga retrieval.
Besides face ROIs, we proposed applying clusters of generic
ROIs to enhance the effectiveness. From the experimental
results, we proved the effectiveness of the proposed method.
In addition, the results revealed that many kinds of generic
ROIs can offer us discriminative features of mangas, which
help us protect the copyright of manga.
Our future work includes (1) increasing the recall and
precision of the suspicious manga detection, (2) extracting
ROIs by other region detectors, (3) increasing the database
of mangas.
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